Bone imaging is currently the best non-invasive way to assess changes to bone associated with aging or chronic disease. However, common imaging techniques such as dual energy x-ray absorptiometry are associated with limitations. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a radiation-free technique that can measure bone microarchitecture. However, published MRI bone assessment protocols use specialized MRI coils and sequences and therefore have limited transferability across institutions. We developed a protocol on a Siemens 3 Tesla MRI machine, using a commercially available coil (Siemens 15 CH knee coil), and manufacturer supplied sequences to acquire images at the tibia. We tested the reproducibility of the FSE and the GE Axial sequences and hypothesized that both would generate reproducible trabecular bone parameters. Eight healthy adults (age 25.5 ± 5.4 years) completed three measurements of each MRI sequence at the tibia. Each of the images was processed for 8 different bone parameters (such as volumetric bone volume fraction). We computed the coefficient of variation (CV) and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) to assess reproducibility and reliability. Both sequences resulted in trabecular parameters that were reproducible (CV < 5% for most) and reliable (ICC > 80% for all). Our study is one of the first to report that a commercially available MRI protocol can result in reproducible data, and is significant as MRI may be an accessible method to measure bone microarchitecture in clinical or research environments. This technique requires further testing, including validation and evaluation in other populations.
Introduction
Bone loss that is characterized by a decrease in bone mass and a disruption in bone microarchitecture is prevalent in the aging population and in both pediatric and adult cohorts with chronic disease Rodd et al., 2012; Bates et al., 2002; Bouxsein and Seeman, 2009; Legrand et al., 2000; Nickolas et al., 2010; Leonard, 2009; Shanbhogue et al., 2016; Alsufyani et al., 2005; Bhudhikanok et al., 1998; Mostoufi-Moab et al., 2012) . Bone imaging techniques are currently the best non-invasive way to assess changes to bone and determine the need for treatment. Bone mineral density (BMD) measured by dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is the current standard of care used to evaluate fracture risk (Stone et al., 2003; Miller et al., 1999) . However, BMD by DXA has limitations; for example, it produces a 2-dimenstional image of a 3-dimensional structure and it cannot differentiate between cortical and trabecular bone (Bouxsein and Seeman, 2009 ). This is problematic because areal BMD by DXA does not reflect alterations in bone microarchitecture, which has been shown to independently influence fracture risk (Boutroy et al., 2008; Boutroy et al., 2016) .
High-resolution peripheral quantitative computed tomography (HRpQCT) is an imaging technique that can differentiate between cortical and trabecular bone and can offer insight into structural bone changes including bone microarchitecture and strength. However, HR-pQCT has limitations. For example, there are a small number of machines currently in use (~20 across Canada and the United States) and this technique is not widely available for clinical or research related evaluations. Furthermore, HR-pQCT measurements are limited to measuring peripheral sites. Recently, modern multidetector row CT (MDCT) has been identified as a reproducible and potentially transferrable trabecular bone imaging technique Chen et al., 2017) . However, the validity of this technique is unclear (for example, some measures such as trabecular thickness and separation were weakly correlated with gold standard micro-CT-derived values), and although lower than other CT imaging techniques, MDCT exposes individuals to radiation (Chen et al., 2017) .
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is associated with many advantages over other bone imaging techniques: 1) it can produce high resolution images that differentiate between cortical and trabecular bone at peripheral skeletal sites (Lam et al., 2011; Wald et al., 2010) and at the hip (Hotca et al., 2015; Chang et al., 2015a) ; 2) it does not involve ionizing radiation; and 3) machines are available at most major medical institutions. MRI has recently been successful in measuring bone microarchitecture (Lam et al., 2011; Wald et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2015b) . However, laboratories that measure bone with MRI often use in-house built MRI coils vs. commercially available coils and inhouse developed MRI sequences vs. manufacturer supplied sequences (Lam et al., 2011; Wald et al., 2010) . Protocols are therefore not easily transferrable across institutions.
As a first step in addressing this issue, we developed a protocol that uses a commercially available MRI coil and manufacturer supplied sequences to acquire high-resolution images at the tibia. We tested the reproducibility of images produced with two MRI sequences (fast spin echo (FSE) Axial and gradient echo (GE) Axial) by quantifying and comparing trabecular bone parameters. We hypothesized that both MRI sequences would produce images that would generate reproducible trabecular bone microarchitecture outcomes. Bone Reports 8 (2018) 180-186 2. Materials and methods
Participants
For this pilot reproducibility study, we recruited healthy adults 18-35 years old (Wald et al., 2010) . Participants were required to have a body mass index of < 30 kg/m 2 , and no chronic illnesses including osteoporosis, kidney disease, thyroid disease, or metabolic diseases that may have influenced bone health. We chose to include only healthy young adults in our pilot study so that we could first evaluate the MRI Bone Reports 8 (2018) 180-186 imaging method in a group with no bone health concerns. This study was approved by the SickKids Research Ethics Board (#1000045685), complied with the Declaration of Helsinki, and all participants signed informed consent prior to participating in the study.
MRI protocol
All testing was conducted at the MRI Research Facility at The Hospital for Sick Children (Toronto, Canada). Upon arrival, the height and weight of the participants was recorded. All imaging was obtained using one MRI machine (Siemens, Tim Trio VB17, 3.0 Tesla) by a single MRI technologist.
Using a tape measure, we measured the length of the tibia from the medial malleolus to the most proximal point of the tibia. We marked 10% of the height of the tibia from the medial malleolus with a piece of removable and MRI safe tape. Participants were asked to lie on the MRI platform feet-first prone position, with their left ankle placed in a Siemens 15 CH knee coil. This particular coil was chosen because of its wide availability on almost all clinical MRI systems. We used foam wedges and Velcro tabs as needed to ensure a snug fit of the lower leg in the coil and to minimize involuntary motion. We ran a localizer sequence (repetition time/echo time [TR/TE]: 7.3/3.6 ms; flip angle: 20; scan time 0:57 s), and then placed the 15 mm sized imaging slab 10 mm proximal to the most proximal tip of the epiphyseal line of the distal tibia, ensuring that the MRI measurements were performed in the metaphysis proximal to the growth plate.
Participants were assessed using FSE Axial (sequence 1) and the GE Axial (sequence 2) sequences. These manufacturer-supplied sequences were chosen as they belong to the same classes of sequence to in-house developed sequences successfully used to measure bone microarchitecture (Wehrli et al., 2001; Wehrli et al., 2004; Magland et al., 2009a; Han et al., 2015; Krug et al., 2009 ). More specifically, there are two major categories of pulse sequences used for high-resolution MRI of bone microarchitecture. One class of sequences is derived from "gradient echoes"-GE. While sequences derived from this class provide faster acquisitions, images often have line broadening artifacts as a result of successptibility difference between bone and marrow fat manifested as artefactual trabecular bone thickening. The other class of sequences are derived from "spin echoes"-e.g., FSE. These types of sequences are known to reduce susceptibility-induced artifacts but require relatively longer scan times. We therefore chose to evaluate one GE and one FSE sequence in our study.
We ran in succession the FSE Axial (voxel size: 0.2 × 0.2 × 2.0 mm; TR/TE: 659/16 ms; flip angle: 150; 22 slices) and GE Axial sequence (voxel size: 0.3 × 0.3 × 1.0 mm; TR/TE: 13/4.92 ms; flip angle: 40; 14 slices) for a combined scan time of 12 min. The participant was then removed from the MRI machine, asked to stand-up and walk around (on average for 3-5 min), while we removed the 15 CH knee coil and re-set the MRI. The participant returned to the MRI, where he/she was relandmarked and placed into the MRI and the same sequences were run. Participants completed the MRI protocol 3 times.
Image processing
After image acquisition, analysis was performed using previously published techniques (Rajapakse et al., 2014; Wehrli et al., 2010) . All image processing occurred at the University of Pennsylvania. A region of interest common to the three scans for each participant was isolated and retrospectively registered (Lam et al., 2011; Magland et al., 2009b) . Images were converted to bone volume fraction (BVF) images, and structural parameters were derived including: bone volume/total volume (BV/TV; ratio of the segmented bone volume to the total volume of the region of interest), trabecular thickness (TbTh; mean thickness of trabeculae), trabecular number (TbN; the average number of trabeculae per unit length), average trabecular spacing (TbS; mean distance between trabeculae), and trabecular area (TbA; mean area of the Tb compartment) (Lam et al., 2011; Bouxsein et al., 2010; Parfitt et al., 1987) . We also determined surface to curve ratio (S/C) and erosion index (EI) (Saha PKC, 1994; Saha PKC, 1996; Saha PKC and Majumder, 1997; Saha PKGBRW, 2000) , both of which can be used to describe the trabecular bone network integrity (Lam et al., 2011) . Finite element computation was used to evaluate axial stiffness Rajapakse et al., 2012) . Each of the 8 parameters was calculated for both sequences, for all of the three repeated scans, for each participant. Motion correction was not performed for this study.
Statistical analyses
Demographic characteristics of the participants were assessed using descriptive statistics. The reproducibility of each bone parameter (by sequence) was assessed by the coefficient of variation (CV). We report median CV to account for non-normalized data distribution. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was also calculated (Lam et al., 2011) as a measure of statistical reliability. To determine differences in bone parameters by sequence, we performed Wilcoxon rank-sum tests. Statistically significant differences were considered at a p < 0.05. Statistical analyses were performed in STATA (11.1, College Station, Texas) and MatLab.
Results

Participants
Nine participants (n = 5 female, n = 4 male) signed consent to participate. One female participant had extreme motion artifact while in the MRI scanner (regardless of any effort to secure her lower leg or to audibly explain to refrain from moving). As a result, incomplete data was collected and she was excluded from the data analyses. Therefore, all data presented in this manuscript is from n = 4 females and n = 4 males. The mean age of participants was 25.5 ± 5.4 years (female: 25 ± 2.9 years; male: 26 ± 7.6 years), and the mean body mass index (BMI) was 23 ± 3.2 kg/m 2 (female: 21.7 ± 2.9 kg/m 2 ; male: 24.4 ± 3.2 kg/m 2 ). Five participants were Caucasian, two participants were Asian, and one was South Asian. The average length of the tibia of the female participants was 37.95 ± 0.07 cm, and the average length of the tibia of male participants was 43.29 ± 0.4 cm.
MRI data 3.2.1. Reproducibility
A total of 48 scans were analyzed for MRI parameters ([8 participants * 2 sequences] * 3 trials; Table 1 ). Fig. 1 depicts serial images from one participant that visually demonstrates the similarity of the site imaged for parameter assessment, while Fig. 2 shows the relative spread of trabecular structural parameters, by subject. Reproducibility was generally acceptable for all bone parameters (most variables had a median CV < 5%). One variable, S/C, had a CV above 5% (CV = 5.5%) for sequence 1, and S/C and EI had CVs above 5% for sequence 2 (CV = 5.7 and 5.5%, respectively). ICCs were > 0.80, indicating good agreement among the three measurement trials for all variables across the two sequences (Landis and Koch, 1977) .
Bone parameter comparison
We examined the differences in each of the bone parameters, between the two sequences (Table 2) . A Wilcoxon rank-sum test indicated that the median values for BV/TV, TbTh, TbN, TbA, and stiffness were all lower when produced using sequence 1 vs. sequence 2 (p < 0.001 for all). Conversely measurements of trabecular bone network integrity (S/C and EI) and TbS values were higher when produced using sequence 1 vs. sequence 2 (p < 0.001 for all).
Discussion
We developed and tested the reproducibility of two MRI protocols using a commercially available coil and manufacturer supplied sequences to acquire high-resolution images at the distal tibia. The images we obtained (Fig. 1) were successfully analyzed for multiple trabecular parameters by previously validated methods (Wald et al., 2010; Rajapakse et al., 2014; Wehrli et al., 2010) . Overall, our MRI imaging protocol resulted in reproducible trabecular parameters (median CVs < 6% for all parameters for both sequences). Reliability was strong as well, with all parameter ICCs above 0.80 suggesting agreement among the 3 trials (Landis and Koch, 1977) . Our results suggest that the images acquired with the Siemens knee coil and both the FSE Axial or GE Axial sequences produce trabecular structural and mechanical results that are reproducible and reliable in healthy adults.
The trabecular parameters we calculated from our images (including BV/TV, TbTh, TbN, TbS, and TbA) most of which are commonly measured by histological analysis of bone biopsy specimens or HRpQCT. These structural parameters are important to measure as many of them are negatively impacted in individuals with fractures and are associated with increased fracture risk in postmenopausal women (Boutroy et al., 2008; Boutroy et al., 2016) . We also calculated bone stiffness using finite element analysis. Lower bone stiffness is indicative of bone abnormalities and may be also be associated with fractures (Haroon et al., 2015) . Therefore, the bone parameters assessed in this study are clinically meaningful and can help provide a detailed assessment of bone health.
Our commercially available MRI imaging method is reproducible, much like other techniques that use in-house build coils and sequences (Lam et al., 2011; Wald et al., 2010) . For example, Wald et al. investigated the reproducibility and reliability of a MRI trabecular bone imaging technique at the distal tibia in healthy men and women using their in-house built coil and developed sequences (Lam et al., 2011; Wald et al., 2010) . They reported excellent reproducibility results with CVs < 5%. Our study is unique because our commercially available MRI imaging protocols, which may be easily transferrable to use on other Siemens 3.0 T MRI machines with a 15-channel knee coil, produce trabecular parameters that are comparably reliable to in-house developed protocols (Wald et al., 2010) .
Interestingly, the data from the current study indicates that although both MRI sequences resulted in reproducible images and data, the trabecular parameter values significantly differed between the two sequences tested. For example, the values for BV/TV, TbTh, TbN, and TbA, were all lower when measured with sequence 1 vs. sequence 2 (p < 0.001 for all). This finding is consistent with previous data that indicates that trabecular bone imaging by MRI is associated with susceptibility-induced thickening, such that TbTh is often greater when derived from GE images (Techawiboonwong et al., 2005) . Indeed, we observed greater TbTh with images obtained by the GE sequence. It is important to note, however, that the purpose of the current pilot study was to test the reproducibility of images produced with the two MRI sequences (FSE and GE) by quantifying and comparing trabecular bone parameters. We did not attempt to examine the validity of our measurements, as we wanted to establish a reproducible protocol prior to conducting a validity study.
Since we report in the current manuscript reproducibility and reliability of our MRI imaging protocol, our next step study will be to examine the validity of our sequences and calculated structural parameters. One method to accomplish this would be to compare the microarchitecture variables obtained by the MRI sequences with those produced by HR-pQCT (the current gold standard for bone microarchitecture imaging). Another important future direction includes testing the reproducibility and validity of our protocol on other MRI machines at other institutions. This will allow us to examine the transferability of our protocol, and whether or not our imaging technique can be easily used at other sites. One consideration would be to develop a phantom that can uniformly evaluate our protocol across sites and MRI machines (by the same and different manufacturers). Finally, future reproducibility and validity studies should also include imaging other sites, such as the radius, since changes to bone microarchitecture at the distal radius are strongly associated with fracture risk (Nagy et al., 2013) .
Despite the positive findings of this study, there are several limitations. Our study was a pilot reproducibility study in 8 participants and results should be confirmed in larger populations. Although The International Society for Clinical Densitometry suggests using 15 patients for precision assessments, this guideline is for BMD by DXA testing. Our n = 8 is similar to another MRI reproducibility study (Wald et al., 2010) and was determined to be a sufficient number for a primary MRI reproducibility study. The results of the current study cannot be readily extended to multisite setting due to single operator and sameday scanning method used in current study. The participants in the current study were young and healthy; therefore, we do not know how generalizable the technique may be in other populations such as aging individuals with osteoporosis or those with chronic disease affecting bone health; this is another future direction.
As this was a pilot study, we used image-processing algorithms that were previously optimized to work with higher resolution data. Future studies will investigate how those algorithms could be optimized to work best with the images obtainable through generic coils and standard pulse sequences. We did not perform motion correction for this study. Previously established MRI motion correction approaches using navigator echoes (Song and Wehrli, 1999) or auto-focusing (Lin and Song, 2006) could potentially be implemented in conjunction with the product sequences used in this study; this is a future direction. We selected the MRI resolution so that sufficient signal to noise ratio (SNR) could be achieved within a clinically feasible scan time. To further improve the resolution, we would have to scan longer if we are using the same coil. Future studies will investigate the tradeoffs between resolution, SNR, and scan time. We would also like to investigate how the slice thickness in the current protocol may affect the trabecular parameters in our validity study. Finally, processing the images is a time-consuming procedure that is performed by trained individuals; for increased generalizability streamlining the analysis technique is important.
MRI is a powerful tool that has advantages over other bone imaging techniques. We developed and tested the reproducibility and reliability of protocol to acquire MRI images of the tibia using a commercially available coil and standard pulse sequences. Our study is significant as MRI may be an accessible method to measure bone microarchitecture in clinical or research settings that do not have access to specialized personnel to build MRI coils and sequences; however, validity and transferability of our protocol still need to be evaluated.
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